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Abstract – Power Quality indices for ripple evaluation in DC Low Voltage networks are presented and discussed. Ripple is interpreted in a more general way than a simple periodic fluctuation of network voltage due to rectifying harmonics: the indices are conceived to cope with PQ definition of several standards in terms of frequency range and related phenomena. The proposed PQ indices are implemented for real-time execution; performances are evaluated in Matlab.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years the number and the rated power of distributed energy generation facilities have grown. Several are the energy sources: renewable (wind mills, fuel cells, solar thermal, photovoltaic) and non-renewable (diesel and micro-turbines). These sources exhibit different rated power range, output voltage range, transient capability, stability, but they have one common factor: they all (except the large part of diesel generators) are available in dc and are then connected to standard ac networks through dc/ac static converters (Voltage Source Inverter with stabilized dc link). So, a dc distribution network is an effective way to interconnect distributed energy sources, without the problems of safety and reliability associated with the conventional distribution networks in ac.

Furthermore, electronic loads have recently become very common for several applications (adjustable speed drives, telecommunication and automation systems, etc.) and they impose voltage quality and service continuity requirements on distribution networks. A battery equipped dc network is able to fulfill these requirements, as well as a more traditional ac distribution network, with connected Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS), but at a fraction of the cost.

There are several examples of small scale application-specific dc networks, such as: 1) safety power supply in Power Plants and Electrical Substations which are connected directly to the backup batteries; 2) on board ship supply networks [2], generally limited to high performance or military ships; 3) aerospace vehicles supply systems [3]; 4) emergency lighting systems.

Ship supply networks are the only example of a dc distribution network of considerable size and rated power with several different types of connected loads and generators.

II. THE DC SUPPLY NETWORK

Here attention is on a Low Voltage (LV) dc network for interconnection of light industrial loads; a dc distribution network is a new network, for which there is a substantial lack of standards and guidelines concerning Power Quality (PQ) issues and acceptable levels of conducted disturbances, as underlined in [4]. The significant conducted disturbance and the definition of suitable quality indices for harmonic/inter-harmonic and ripple phenomena have been described in [4], with reference to a series of product and environmental standards, which make reference to ac networks at various voltage levels and ac loads.

III. RIPPLE DEFINITION AND RELATED INDICES

A. Ripple definition

Ripple is defined as in [4] for a dc distribution networks with voltage level below 1000 V. Ripple is the variation of quantity (voltage) about the steady state value during steady state electric system operation [8]. EN 61000-4-17 [6] states that the main sources of ripple disturbance are rectifier systems used in dc distribution networks and battery chargers. The standard indicates that the frequency of the ripple is the power frequency or its multiple 2, 3 or 6, assuming a natural commutation rectifier as reference converter, with frequency and amplitude depending on rectifier architecture and degree of symmetry of the feeding transformer. However, several other rectifier converters have different operating principles and components with different conducted emissions patterns (also confirmed by Annex A in [6]): four quadrants converters (4QC) are built on a Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) architecture with a complex dc output voltage spectrum, depending on the characteristics of the supply ac network and its harmonic content [9]: ac/dc converters are often equipped with power factor correction units on the dc side, operating at few kHz switching frequency; dc/dc converter may be half and full bridge transformer coupled converters or simpler buck/boost converters, depending on requirements of power and voltage ranges, dynamic performance and regulation accuracy.

For all these reasons, ripple is a very complex subject. Ripple is interpreted often as a periodic variation around the steady state dc value, but not necessarily so [10]: this is the commonly referred peak-to-peak value and it is a scalar quantity, evaluated on a suitable interval T (often related to
an underlying fundamental network component, such as mains frequency in ac/dc converters) [10].

From a general point of view, without any information on the frequency of occurrence of a given transient disturbance, it is clear that even one single spike can determine a large ripple value despite its time duration. Here, evaluation of voltage ripple is proposed on three different frequency ranges: 2 kHz \((T=500\,\mu s)\) for low frequency phenomena; 20 kHz \((T=50\,\mu s)\) to account for conducted disturbances from large power converters; 150 kHz \((T=6.7\,\mu s)\) to account for conducted disturbances from small power converters (to be covered in accordance with the immunity counterpart standard EN 61000-4-16 [5]). This definition lends itself to a parallel interpretation and two implementations will be considered: a frequency domain analog filter bank and a wavelet bank.

B. Ripple Power Quality index

With reference to previous section, proper ripple PQ indices and their expressions are defined. PQ indices may be defined in general [11] as “the concise numerical representations characterizing the nature of a PQ event based on the time and/or frequency information of the disturbance waveform. The effectiveness of PQ indices under practical circumstances is determined by the applicability of both their definitions and the measurement techniques”, which will be emphasized in this Section. Pitfalls of several commonly used PQ indices under practical circumstances and for real cases are discussed in [12].

The electrical quantity \(q(t)\) (voltage or current) is assumed to be sampled at a conveniently large sampling frequency \(f_s\) and a discrete time sequence \(q[n]\) is obtained. The discrete frequency spectrum \(Q[k]\) may be obtained with DFT on a suitable time-window.

The peak-to-peak value \(q_{pp}\) over \(k_T\) samples interval (defined as \(k_T=\text{round}(T/dt)\)) is:

\[
q_{pp,T} = \max_{n,k}[q[n] - q[n + k + k_T]]
\]

where \(\max\{\}\) operation is done over admissible values of \(n\) and \(k\), positive integers, so that the two terms between curly braces cannot be “closer” than \(k_T\) samples.

Two approaches are investigated here: a filter based approach, where the filter may be either digital or analog, and a DFT based approach, where the ripple results from the summation of the most significant frequency components.

1) Filter approach. The specification of the time window length \(T\) for ripple evaluation down to 6.7 \(\mu s\) imposes a strict requirement on the minimum sampling frequency (about 1 MS/s per channel). So, at least for the two smallest \(T\) values (50 \(\mu s\) and 6.7 \(\mu s\)), alternative solutions have been investigated: an analog band-pass filter may be applied directly to the input signal.

\[
\tilde{q}_{pp,T} = \max_t \left\{ \int q(u) h(t-u)\,du \right\}
\]

The max value of the ac filtered signal is a direct estimation of the \(q_{pp,T}\) quantity specified in (1). Roll-off and frequency selectivity of the band-pass filter are of concern.

In case of analog implementation there are some filter architectures with some benefits and drawbacks: Chebyshev filter has the steepest and sharpest roll-off at the corner frequency at the expense of frequency response oscillations (the so called “filter ripple”); Butterworth filter has no oscillations, but a smoother response profile around the corner frequency; both these filters have no linear phase response and only Bessel (with a conveniently increased order for similar sharpness around the frequency corner) keeps the phase response linear.

If a digital implementation is preferred, a FIR architecture (with up-sampler/down-sampler blocks) is convenient. This architecture has many advantages: linear phase response (results are different for “sum of amplitude” (SA) and “sum of amplitude and phase” (SAP) criteria shown below), stability, low computational complexity and control of initial transient response (limited duration), at the expense of a slightly larger minimum filter order for the same frequency response selectivity (in terms of sharpness at corner frequencies) with respect to other filter architectures.

2) DFT approach. In this case the spectrum \(Q[k]\) is normally computed on a \(T=1\) s time window (other smaller \(T\) values are probed anyway). The ripple index is the direct summation of the components above a given threshold \(th_r\), defined by the set of \(k\) values \(K_{th_r}\), with SA and SAP expressions:

\[
q_{DFT,T,SA} = \sum_{k \in K_{th_r}} \left| Q[k] \right|
\]

\[
q_{DFT,T,SAP} = \sum_{k \in K_{th_r}} Q[k]
\]

The \(th_r\) value must be carefully chosen non to leave out any significant component and to keep the size of \(K_{th_r}\) as low as possible: a general rule is derived with the help of some real signals. Furthermore, in order to avoid the proliferation of spectral lines due to improved frequency resolution with longer time windows, a PeakDet() function was implemented, to isolate the largest peak of each spectral group. Some additional activity is needed to set optimal values for other parameters.

IV. RESULTS

A set or real reference signals is used to evaluate the proposed expressions: the signals were recorded during conducted emissions tests of dc/ac converters connected to a weak power supply. The signal used in the foregoing analysis is #000 over the [10-2000] Hz frequency range (the low frequency corner is limited by the characteristics of the probe used during the measurements); the ripple index \(q_{pp}\) computed by (1) is 0.0316 at time instant \(t^*=1.304\).
A. Filter approach results

to be completed

B. DFT approach results

Results are estimated as a function of a series of parameters: the \( \text{thr} \) value; the overlap value \( p \); time window length \( T \) (other than the prescribed 0.1 s value).

![Fig. 1. DFT estimated ripple: \( \text{thr}=[10^{-5},10^{-6}] \), SA black, SAP gray (\( \text{thr}=10^{-3}, 10^{-4}, 3 \times 10^{-5}, 10^{-5}, 10^{-6} \ldots \))](image1)

![Fig. 2. DFT estimated ripple: \( \text{overlap}=[0.25,1] \), SA above, SAP below (\( p=0.5 \ldots, p=0.25 \ldots, p=0.75 \ldots, p=1.0 \))](image2)

With reference to Fig. 1 the best estimate of the ripple index is given by the SA curves for the lowest \( \text{thr} \) values in terms of \( q_p \) value and by the SAP curves for the instant of occurrence \( t^* \). A “saturation” phenomenon occurs, since below a given \( \text{thr} \) value no other components are included in the determination of the ripple index \( q_{DFT,T,SA} \) (the two curves for \( \text{thr}=10^{-5} \) and \( 10^{-6} \) are almost identical).

In Fig. 2 we observe small variations of the \( q_{DFT,T,SA} \) for the considered overlap coefficients, with a more regular profile for \( p=1.0 \) (no overlap).

V. CONCLUSIONS

This work is a first attempt to define adequate Power Quality indices and related implementation for dc low voltage distribution networks and connected loads. Distributed generation and safety power supplies are the most recent and important applications, so that the subject is getting more and more interest.

The proposed expressions are tested with reference signals recorded during conducted emissions tests of dc/ac converters and they have proved to be consistent and to bear a true picture of the involved electrical phenomena.

The theoretical framework for prediction of algorithms behavior is under development and several tests are carried on to get a complete picture of the influence of algorithms parameters on the final result: good estimation of the ripple index and of the time instant of occurrence.
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